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 The Cartesian Oval and the Elltipttic Functtons p and a.

 BY CLARA LATIMER BACON.

 The object of this paper is to show that tlle leading properties of the Car-

 tesian oval, as developed in such texts as Williamson's "I])ifferential Calculus,"

 Salmon's " Higher Plane Curves " or Loria's " Spezielle Algebraische und

 Transcendente Ebene Kurven," may be readily deduced from the Weierstrass

 elliptic functions p and a, and that they give a geometric interpretation to the

 standard formulae of these functions.

 Greenhill has used these functions in connection with the Cartesian oval

 (Proc. London Math. Soc., t. XVII, 1886, and also his treatise on "Elliptic

 Functions," Arts. 236, 248 and 249) and has deduced the relations between the

 focal radii, though we have given a more symmetric form to these relations by

 the introduction of the triple focus.

 Professor Frank Morley published a note on the subject some years ago in

 the Haverford Studies. (See also Harkness and Morley, "Treatise on the

 Theory of Functions," p. 336.)

 When the u-plane is mapped on the x-plane by means of the equation

 dd

 where Q is a quartic in x, to lines in the u-plane parallel to the real or imag-

 inary axis, correspond in the x-plane bicircular quartics whos. real foci are the
 zeros of Q, provided these zeros are concylic or anticyclic. (Greenhill, Camitb.

 Phil. Proc., t. IV; Franklin, AMERICAN JOIURNAL OF MATHEMATICs, Vol. XI, 3

 and Vol. XII, 4.)

 The problem of reducing this form to the Weierstrass form which we use,

 where one focus is at infinity, is analogous to the reduction of the bicircular

 quartic to the Cartesian. (Salmon, "Higher Plane Curves," Art. 280.)

 1. Preliminary Examples in Mapping.

 We let x=pu. Then

 dx =P = - =-VpU-el*pU-e pu-e. du2

 (Harkness and Morley, "Introduction to Analytic Functions," p. 259, (16).)

 33
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 262 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a.

 Hence

 dx du= - dx--
 \x-e, x-e2 x-e3

 We may suppose g2 and g93 to be real and

 A=g3- 2 2> 0.
 Then el, e2 and eB are real.

 Let el > e2> e3 . Since, when x < e3 d is imaginary and, wlien x > e1, du
 3 ydx ~~~~~dx

 is real, we have a real period 2cal and a purely imaginary period 2)3. Hence
 the parallelogram of periods is a rectangle. We write for symmetry

 Ol) + 0'2 + 6). = v'

 Let u describe some path in the u-plane and trace the corresponding path

 of x in the x-plane.

 For example, let u move from 0 to c along the real axis. Then pu or x is

 real and decreases from infinity to e1. If u bends to the left to avoid the crit-

 ical point ?1 in a quarter circle about it, x turns to the left and describes a

 semnicircle about e1, as the isogonality breaks down at this point and the angle

 which u makes, about a is one-half that which x makes about e,. And so, as u

 describes the perimeter of the parallelogram 0, Ol1, )2, 3, x) traverses the real
 axis from plus infinity to minus infinity. (Burkhardt, " Functionen Theorie,"

 Vol. II, ? 86, IX.)

 As u goes from O to 2c,, passing to the left in a semicircle about o,, x
 moves fronm plus infinity to el, then in a circle to the left about e1 and back to
 plus infinity.

 Any point within the parallelogram 0, , -( -)2, (-), is mapped into a point
 on the negative half of the x-plane. The map of the whole period parallelo-

 gram doubly covers the x-plane, since pu is an elliptic function of the second

 order.

 2. The Map of a Vertical Line and the Equation of the Curve.

 Suppose u to describe a line parallel to the axis of imaginaries and at a

 distance a from it. Let
 uc--a+if

 and
 Uh=a-i/3.

 Then the equation of the line is
 u+iz=2a, (1)

 u and it- being conjugate and a real.
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Ellipttc Functions p and a. 263

 Since

 p8U 1 g2f2+ g3au6 ,* Pu= 22.5 i 22.7

 (Tannery and Molk, "Theorie des Fonctions Elliptiques," IX, 3) and g2 and

 g3 are real by hypothesis,
 x=p (O+i/3) =pU

 and F (2)
 $c p (a C/3) pu J

 are conjugate complex numbers. (Burkhardt, Vol. II, ? 85; Vol. I, ? 71.) To

 find the curve in x which corresponds to the vertical through a traced by u,

 eliminate ,B between equations (1) and (2) by means of an addition theorem

 which gives the relation between p (u+v), pu and pv.

 To obtain this theorem we have

 p u- 4p3u-g2pu gU .
 Consider

 p'u-cpu-c',

 where c and c' are constants. It is an elliptic function with the same periods

 as pu. It has an infinity of the third order at u=O. Therefore it has three

 zeros u, v and w, such that

 u+'v+w=O.

 For each of these points

 (CpU+C')2- (p'U)2 4p3U -g2pU-g,
 or

 4p3u-c2p2U- (2cc' + g2) pu- (C'2 +g3) =0.
 Then

 S1=-pu +pv+pw- 4c2,

 82-pu pv +pu pW+pV pW -I (2cc +g2),

 S3-pu pv pw 4C2(c2+g3).

 Therefore

 Si (s3- 9 g3) -l6 ,2c2 = (s2 + 92 1

 front which we get an addition theorem:

 (S2+ 92) - (4S3-g3).
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 264 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a.

 In this theorem substitute

 U=a+ig,

 whence
 w- 2a.

 For the sake of brevity, write A for p2a or p (-2a). Then

 S1 _S+$+A9
 S2= xx+A (x+$),

 Therefore

 (xx+A [x+ x] + -q2) (x+i+A) (4Axi-g2)* (3)

 The coefficient Of X2 iS

 (X-+A )2 -4 A X- - (,_ -) 2

 Speaking projectively, this gives the tangents at the circular point I or J and

 the equation is that of a bicircular quartic, with cusps at I and J; that is, a

 Cartesian oval.

 The cusp tangents at I and J,

 x-A=O
 and

 ;$ A 0,

 meet at the triple focus A corresponding to the point u = 2a.

 To obtain the single foci, we have the two equations:

 x-discriminant 0,
 and

 w-discriminant - 0.

 Rearranging the equation of the curve according to the powers of x, we have:

 P- (x -A ) 2+ (2g2? 2 g2A-2AX2 -2A2X+ g)

 2X21 A+1 2 + A2c2 - g2A92+ 16 2+93X+93A 0.
 Therefore the $-discriminant is

 * (4A3-g2A-g3) (4x3-92X-g3) =0.
 Hence the single foci are e1, e2 and e3.

 The curve depends on the single constant p2a or A. It will therefore

 include the representation of four lines in the rectangle; namely, those which

 *If a= I, and so p2a or A causes the first factor of this equation to vanish, the Cartesian oval

 becomes a circle counted twice (see p. 266) and the foci accordingly are arbitrary.
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a. 265

 meet the real axis at the four points a, wi-oc cal+ac 2X1-a. If u is any one
 of these points, p2u p2a.

 %- pJcane
 u- pta-ne

 LIS~~~~~~~

 @3 r t ~ j E )p(a+w.)p

 C > X LJ, @,-a K O 4+OL .2 L4\

 Let i/3-v. Since p(a+v)- p(2o- [a+v]) =p(2c1-a--v), the outer
 oval corresponds to the first and fourth lines, the p-function moving in clock-

 wise direction fromi the real axis as v moves up from a and in anti-clockwise

 direction as it moves up fromn 2,- a.
 Similarly the inner oval, taken twice in opposite directions, corresponds to

 the second and third lines.

 In the same way, to lines parallel to the real axis correspond Cartesian

 ovals with the same foci, as may be seen by interchanging a and v in this

 discussion.

 Since at every point u= (a+v) in the u-plane there is a line parallel to

 the axis of reals and one parallel to the axis of imaginaries, so through every

 point in the x-plane pass two orthogona] Cartesian ovals corresponding to
 these two lines.

 3. The Inversion of the Curve into Itself.

 Among the formulam for the p-function is

 (p [u +(j --e,) (pu- e,)= e2e, e3-e,e.
 (Harkness and Morley, "Introduction to Anialytic Functions," p. 261, (20).)
 Therefore, if by quasi-inversion we mean ordinary inversion followed by re-

 flection in the real axis, a+v+?j is the quasi-inverse of a+v, and the inverse
 of a-v since the curve is symmetric with respect to the real axis. I-lence the

 curve is its own inverse with respect to a circle with center e1 and radius

 e2--e Ve3-el (a circle with radius real).
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 266 BACoN: The Cartesian Oval and the Ellipttc Functions p and a.

 As a approaches -o, the two verticals through a and xl-a approach

 coincidence. Therefore, if a= cl, the two ovals coincide and each is the

 above-mentioned circle.

 An algebraic proof of this statement may be added. Substituting in

 equation (3), p. 264,
 2a - )

 and therefore

 p2ac=ej,
 and remembering that

 1
 - -g 2;e e

 and
 g3==4ee2e3,

 we get

 [x$8?+ (x+ )e, Ee1e2]2= (X+.?+e) (4e,;$i-4e1e2e3),
 or

 (x-e) (c-e,) - (e2-e) (e3-e) =0,

 which is a circle with center e1 and radius Ve2-el * Ve3-e, .
 Likewise

 [p (u + 2)-e2J [pu-ce2]-(el-e2) (e3-e2),
 or, nmore generally,

 [P (u +a, )-eA]; [pU-e,] = (e, eA) (ev-ex),
 where

 A, I, v=1, 2, 3.

 Therefore the curve has three inversions into itself, one about each focus

 as center. (But the circle with e2 as center is nullipartite, since its radius,

 Ve3-e2, is imaginary.)

 These three circles are orthogonal, since

 (e%-eA) (ev-ej) + (eA-ev) (e,--ev) - (ev-e,)2.

 But the bicircular quartic in general inverts into itself from any one of its

 four foci, and the four circles of inversion are all orthogonal. The fourth

 focus of the Cartesian oval is at infinity and the real axis is the circle of infi-

 nite radius orthogonal to the other three circles of inversion. Hence inversion

 with respect to the fourth focus amounts to reflexion in the real axis. (S. Roberts,

 Proc. London Math. Soc., t. III, p. 108.)

 At first thought, it might appear possible to obtain any number of points

 on the curve from a given point by means of repeated quasi-inversions. But

 in fact we get a set of only four points. For, if
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and c. 267

 [p (u+cJa) -e.] [pu-e'] - (e, -eA) (e,-e,)
 and

 [p(u+?,) -eL] [pu-e?.] - (e,-e,) (eA-e,)
 and

 [p (u?+ca) -e] [pu-er] - (e,M -e) (e,-e^),

 we get, by eliminating pu from the second and third equations,

 [p(u+?J)- ej] [p(u?ca,) -ej] (eMl-eA) (e -e,).

 Hence, if we say that pu and p (u+ ) are quasi-inverse as to e, then p (u?+.)
 and p (u+ oy) are also quasi-inverse as to e,.

 If we call inversion as to eA I, (A =1, 2, 3) and reflexion in the real axis I4
 and let

 A I1I14 I 4I1 I=218 I3I29

 BCI2I4-I4I2- 1jI8 I3I2
 C I3I4=I4I8 I11I2 I2I19

 where A, B and C are evidently the three quasi-inversions, then 1, A, B,
 C(:AB form a " four group,"

 1 =A2 B2 (AB) 2.

 (Klein, " Ikosaeder," pp. 5, 13; Cayley, "Mathematical Papers," Vol. II, p. 125.)

 uAB~~ tuA u AB=_ uC ,

 If we reflect these four points in the real axis, we get four other points,

 which, together with these, are the eight points of intersection of this curve

 with the confocal orthogonal Cartesian oval which passes through the point

 a+v; that is, the curve which is the map of the line in the u-plane through
 a+v parallel to the real axis. (For convenience we denote a point on the

 curve by its parameter.)
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 268 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a.

 4. Focal Radii.

 If p9 and p2 are the focal radii of the curve, kp1 + P2 - constant is a well-
 known property of the curve, which may be derived in the following manner.

 A focal vector of any point on the curve is

 r= p(a+v) -e1,
 and of the conjugate point is

 r =p (a--v) -e, .
 Then the focal radius is

 pi Vp( v-1\p (a -v) - el
 But

 a u

 (Harkness and Morley, "Treatise on the Theory of Functions," p. 307.)

 Hence

 PI a (a+v) * a, (a-v) al (a+ v) * ca (a-v)

 Therefore pi is an elliptic function with the same periods 2(al, 2w2 and 2cX of

 the second order, with infinities at +-a and residues + :12a. Likewise
 62a~

 _2 (a+v) * C2((a-v)
 p2- (a+(v) av(a-v)

 is an elliptic function with infinities at ?+-a and residues + 22a Let the dis-

 tance to the triple focus p2a from a single focus e1 be A,. Therefore

 p2a-e, = A,
 - a12a

 V/p 2a-6 el -\/Xi a2a

 Hence the residues of pi at +-a are + Vl1, of p2 at +-a are + VX2. Now if two
 homoperiodic elliptic functions, f,u and f2u, of the second order have the same
 infinitudes, c and c', but different residues, ri and r2, at an infinity c, then

 | flu r, |constant.
 f2u r2

 (Harkness and Morley, "Introduction to Analytic Functions," p. 259, II.)

 Therefore

 -k;
 p2-X
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval antd the Elliptic Functions p antd a. 269

 that is, there is a linear relation between the focal radii. We proceed to find k.

 k VX Vp(ao+v)-e2 \/p(a-v)-e2- VV (a+v)-e1 Vp(a-v)-e1.
 Or expanding,

 -V i,\Vp2a-e2+p'2a(v-a)).... 4 (a V)2 --e2

 --\/xL2Vp2a' e + p'2a (v-a ) . . -e

 = 1v [1 + - p'2a (v-a) +P (v-a) ...1

 2 i% I/> [1 +2p'2a (v-a) +P (v-a) *...@]

 Therefore as v approaches a

 or since p'2xa-2VgX1a2a3p 7,2a
 k Vl a\-2/XVl3

 Hence

 or, more generally,

 Vk Vx~F v tXA (X - X" ) .
 Two of three such equations give

 V/1 V2 p3-/1%22 - 2VA1 21-=2a3 V3 - p223xa1.
 (Compare with Greenhill's result, "Elliptic Functions," Arts. 248 and 249.)
 From these equations, too, we obtain Panton's form (Math. Quest. 2622, Ed.
 Times, t. XI, p. 56).

 VA< (x2-?3) Pi + A2 (X3-XI)p2+ V3 (X1-2)p3=0O

 The bifocal equation of the Cartesian oval, as ordinarily given, is

 ?p, + MP2=n

 (Williamson, "Differential Calculus," p. 375), in which the upper sign belongs
 to the equation of the inner oval and the lower to that of the outer oval.

 Since for the outer oval, which maps a+v, v varying from 0 to 2c3, each
 of the quantities p1 p22.,7 and VX2 is positive, our form

 -\/2 pl - 21 p2 - N23 (X2 - 11

 is consistent with that given above. That it holds also for the inner oval may
 be explained in either of two ways:

 2 A
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 270 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a.

 (a) We may consider the inner oval as the map of a'+v, where a'-a+wcl.

 In that case p,, p2 and V_ = a2a- remain positive, but V'x =,2a has passed a

 zero (X1) of a, 2a and is therefore negative. Hence the equation agrees in sign
 with the one usually given.

 (b) We may consider a as fixed and take as equations of the inner oval

 x p (a+ca)l+v)
 and

 $= p(a-caj-v),

 in which case VA7L and V%, are unchanged and must be taken positively. To
 stuidy the signs of pi and I2, let us look at the limiting case when v approaches
 zero. Then

 -a1(a+w,) * 1(a-?1)

 is positive, since a(a(+ 1) is negative, a(ax-) positive, (a(+ w,) positive and
 (a-(a-) negative. (Tannery and Molk, "Theorie des Fonctions Elliptiques,"
 t. 1, p. 201.) But

 - 2 (a + l) a2 (a -ca)
 a2 <(a+ oja (a ?1)

 is negative, as 2 (a +(1) and a2 (a-c1) are both positive. Therefore our form
 of the equation holds equally well for the inner oval.

 Similarly it may be shown that each of the expressions

 I [p2_ (?X2+%2a3+%3X1))]x

 where p is the distance of any point on the curve from the triple focus. For

 p2= [px(a+-v) -p2a] [p(ac-v) -p2a],
 which is an elliptic function of the second order with infinities at +-a and resi-

 dues ?+p'2a. Hence

 1 -k

 p2 p12a|
 or

 plp'2oa +p2V/x7 k
 or

 k=p'2a-/p(a+v) el \/p(a v) el+\Al[p(a+v)-p2a*p(a-v)-p2a].

 Taking, as before, the limiting value as v approaches a, we find

 k ; 2 xi p%1 "2
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a. 271

 But since p'12a=-4(p2a-e,) (p2a-e2) (p2a-e3),

 2p'2a * p"2ao4p'2aj (p2ao-e) (p2a-e2) + (p2a-e2) (p2a-e3)

 + (p2a-e3) (p2a-e,) 1.
 Therefore

 p"2ao-=2 (21%2+a2%3+ 3R1)
 and

 k= -2V X2X3? V 81 ( 1X2 + a2a+x1 ) l
 Hence

 1
 P1- -22-X2/%3 = 2 [p2 (X1X2 +X2x3 +x1) ]1l

 Similarly we may obtain a relation between the distances of any point on
 the curve froin the double tangent and from a single focus. The equation of
 the double tangent is

 x+F+A=O,
 as may be seen from equation (3), p. 264 (where A =p2a=p (-2a)). If we
 denote by T the distance to a point of the curve from the double tangent, then

 2T= p(a+v) +p(a-v) +A.
 But if u+v+wO0,

 P+P?p 4(p (;+4v+<w)2.

 (Harkness and Morley, " Treatise on the Theory of Functions," pp. 300, ,304).
 Therefore

 V/2T +(a+v) +?(a-v)-#2aX=-1 [P'(a+?v)-p'((x-v) I
 2 Lp(o+v)-p(oc.-v)J

 which is an elliptic function of the second order with infinities at ?a and resi-
 dues at + 1. Hence

 V2T 1

 Pi vx-=k,
 or

 'V+, ['(a+v) +'(a-v)-2a]--p (ka+v) -e V/ (a-v) -ek.

 Taking, again, the limit as v approaches a, we find

 k = 1 p'2a __ _X23_ - -
 2 V X1 +/X1/t

 Hence

 -V9V2T= p- '\/X2#X3
 or

 From these we could have obtained the formulaw derived previously on p. 269,

 V\V<2 p3-12 =VA2V\ p1 2X3-V\3V\1 p2-/X1
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 272 BACON: lThe Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and C.

 5. Another Definition of the Curve.

 The equation of the tangent to the curve at any point p (a+ov) is

 x x 1

 p (a+v) p (a-v) 1 0.

 p'((a+v) -p'((a-v) 0
 Hence the equation of the normal at the same point is

 x x 1

 p (a+v) p (a-v) 1 0.

 p' (a+-v) p'((a-v) 0

 To find the point N where the normal cuts the real axis, let

 x Z=N.
 Hence

 N=p(+v)p'(av) pP,(a+v) -p'(a-v)]
 But, since

 1 p(x+v) p'(a+v)

 1 p (a-v) p'((a-v) _0
 1 p2a p'2a

 (Burkhardt, "iFunctionen Theorie," II, p. 62), or

 p(a+v)=p2a+[p'2a.+p'((x+v)] p(a+v)-P(a-V)

 N=p2a+ ?p'2a (a [Ift7Cv3)}
 N =p 2 +pt2 FP' (a + v) )-p (a-v )].

 But from p. 271,

 12T [P'(+ ?V) -p'(-V)1.
 - p(a+v)-p (a-v)

 Hence

 oNtp2a 2p 2. p2a+ Xl/%g2/

 or

 N- el >1+ \ -V1x2(223 v1-VX23)
 V\2T V2T

 Therefore

 (see p. 271) and

 N-p2a
 /27
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a. 273

 Therefore

 AT_e, XA2%3
 AT p2a Pi

 If we draw from p2a a line perpendicular to the tangent at x, and there-

 fore parallel to the normal, cutting pi at rl, then

 xr1- N-p2a -VX2X3
 Pi N-e1

 Therefore

 X't1 -\X 22-3

 Similarly \__
 X'r2 = 8X3t

 and
 X'r3

 Hence we deduce the theorem:

 The perpendicular from the triple focus on the tangent at a point x of a

 Cartesian oval meets a focal radius p, at a point 'r such that j I - a
 constant.

 Conversely, if a line, revolving about a fixed point p2a, cut off on two
 other straight lines, revolving about two points e1 and e2 collinear with p2a,
 constant distances x!r and xer2, then x lies on a Cartesian oval. For by the
 theorem of Menelaus

 X'2 * 2 * pl Xt1 P2 Xt2 * tVr X 9
 or, if we take the constants xr2 and xr1 to be 3X1 and Vt223, respectively, X1x3 * ~2 * 1 Xi23 2 *\23*1
 Hence we have

 X2 plX1 2-= X21

 Therefore x lies on the Cartesian oval. Therefore we may define a Cartesian
 oval as the locus of the vertex of a triangle with two of its sides of fixed
 lengths, and passing always through two fixed points, while the base revolves
 about a fixed point collinear with the other two.

 If we had measured the constant distances from e1 and e2 along the focal
 radii, instead of from the point x, we should have had Newton's definition of
 the curve; namely, the locus of a point whose distances fromi the circumfer-
 ences of two circles (with centers at e1 and e2) are in a constant ratio.

 6. Intersecttons of Circles with the Curve.

 If
 x=p (a+v)

 and
 F=p (a-v)

 are the parametric equations of ti1e Cartesian oval, and the equation of any
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 274 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a.

 other curve is
 R(x,x) =-

 the intersections of the two curves are given by the zeros vi of

 f (v)= R [p (a+v), p (a-v)],

 whose infinities are +a. Hence

 'Evi, (1)

 from Abel's theorem for integrals of the first kind. (Picard, t. II, p. 396.)

 Let z a+?v. Then

 p(z) --k=R [pz, p (2a -z) All a ) (e-e)

 where zv is a zero of qp (z) -k and c, is an infinity, or pole, of qp (z) -k. Accord-
 ingly

 Z log R =E(z-zv) -2(z cv)
 But

 0 log R q'(z)

 Hence, when z-O,

 (PI(0) ) Zv+gCv, (2)
 which is a form of Abel's theorem for elliptic integrals of the second class

 (Harkness and Morley, "Treatise on the Theory of Functions," p. 458) since

 'u=-Cpudu=C pud (pu)

 V4V p-92Pu-g3

 Let the curve be a circle with center c. Its equation is

 xx-cx-cx+X 0,

 and its intersections with our curve are given by the zeros of

 p (a+ v) p (a-v) c-p (a+ v) -Cp(a-v) +.%-0,

 an elliptic fuinction of the fourth order with double infinities at 4 x. There-

 fore

 VI+V2+V3+Vi4=07

 or the circle meets the curve in four points, the sum of whose parameters is
 zero.

 We proceed to apply equation (2) to find a second relation,

 up (z) -k = pz . p (22a-z) -cpz-cp (2a-z) + X-k=AH = ?2a: (2-z)
 a2 za2(2a-z)
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a. 275

 Therefore

 (p (z) -k

 z2
 p(z-2a)-p2a-zp'2a +-p"2a-....,

 2

 -1 1 ~1 1

 p(z)-kG = (2p2a--p'2a+-p"2a+ 2cp2+?. -cp2a....k+-k

 Therefore

 E;(z-v 2(p2aZ ... 1pz2a+P =-z-p -c-P(z)

 whence, if z_O,

 O(z)-k (p2a-c-) p',2a+P"2a-pP2a,X,k. .

 or, substituting for z its value a+v,

 (a +v) =22a+ ,2a.
 Similarly

 p2a -v-26a p2P a-c

 These equations give the center of the circle. If c is at infinity, the circle is a

 linle and we have, for the intersections of the line with a C4artesian oval,

 L4(ac+v) =242a
 and4

 E;(a-v) =:242a.
 Therefore

 22[2(a+v) +a(a v)-42a1 =0

 1~~ ((a+v) 2;(z--2a) ,- -P()

 Buthfrom p. 271 we htavcef

 wherae Tis th itne rmaypin ftecrv otedubetnet
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 Therefore, if a straight line be drawn, cutting a Cartesian oval in four points,

 the sum of the square roots of twice the distances of these points from the

 double tangent is zero.

 But we.found on p. 271 that

 V2 T _p1V8x2x3

 whence, if we denote the distance of any of the points a+v, from the focus el
 by plc, we have

 pl~v _23 -o?
 1~~~

 or

 lP1v= 4VX2a3

 Therefore the sum of the distances of the points in which a, straight line cuts

 a Cartesian oval from any focus is constant, a well-known property.

 It follows as a corollary to this that the points of contact of the double

 tangent lie on a circle with center el and Vx2x3.

 7. Bit augent Circles.

 In the case of bitangent circles the equation

 reduces to

 2v1+2v2=O?

 Four cases are to be distinguished, when v2 =-vl, and when v2 v1l+([, and
 the coincident point v2 =-v - (X 1,2, 3). Hence there are four systems of

 bitangent circles.

 In the first case,

 (o(a+v) =22a + -P
 p2a-c-

 becomes

 ;(a +v) + ;(a-v) - 2a -22 ,

 and its conjugate

 (a-v) + ; (a + v ) 4~2a - Jpc2c

 Therefore c_c, or the center lies on the real axis, as is evident geometrically

 from the symmetry of the curve.
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 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a. 277

 *Among the circles of this system are the bitangent line, two circles with
 fourfold contact with the inner oval, one at a+ol annd one at u+-2, and two
 with the outer oval, one at a and the other at a +c, and three point circles

 with imaginary contact, the three single foci. The fourth point circle is at

 infinity.

 In tlle other case we have

 24Y(a+v) +4(a-v+?,) +-(a-v-oA)--2 2a - 2
 poarc

 or

 2s a+,v) + v) ?2 v+uA)-O'oA-2ua
 p2a-c-

 or

 Likewise

 ( )+;(a+v (x) )+4(j,---;2a _ p 2a

 The following formula is one given by Professor Morley (Proc. Lotdon
 Math. Soc., Ser. 2, Vol. IV, p. 390):

 ((a) +?(b) +;-(c) -<(a-+fb-+fc) = a(b+-c)a(a+-?c)a(a+b) qaa qb cTac-a(at?b-fc)

 To prove it, suppose a to be variable. Then

 ~(a +/ b +~(c , /L aw bY , c

 *The relation of these bitangent circles is well brought out in a study of sphero-conics.
 Suppose a sphere to be intersected by a quadric cone with the vertex at the center. Through this

 intersection pass a pencil of quadrics, among wlhich are four degenerate quadrics or cones, three besides
 the cone already mentioned. These three cones have their vertices at infinity, or are cylinders whose
 axes are mutually perpendicular. From one of the foci of the sphero-conics project the figure on the
 plane of the great circle of which that focus is the pole.

 The two ovals of the sphero-conic project into the two ovals of the Cartesian; the great circle, on
 which the four foci lie, into the real axis with the three foci lying on it and the fourth at infinity.
 Through each element of the four coiics passes a tangent plane which intersects the sphere in a circle
 bitangent to one of the sphero-conics (or both) with real or imaginary contacts. These project into
 bitangent circles of the Cartesian and we get the four systems corresponding to the four cones. The
 sphere and eachl of the other quadrics have four common tangent planes (imaginary in every case but one),
 and since these planes cut out the point circles on the sphere, they touch it at the four real foci of the
 two sphero-conics which we havc already said project into the four foci of the Cartesian oval (one being
 at infinity). The circle cut out by the other tangent plane through the focus, from which we are making
 the projection, to the quadric which has real common tangent planes with the sphere, projects into a
 straight line, namely, the bitangent line.

 The tangent planes of the cone with vertex at the center, and also of the cylinder whose elements
 are parallel to the axis of this cone, determine circles whose projections touch different branches of the
 Cartesian oval. In the former case, the circles enclose the inner oval; in the latter, they lie between the
 two ovals. (See Darboux, " Sur une Classe Remarquable de Courbee et de Surfaces.")

 35
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 278 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a.

 is an elliptic function with two infinities, a- 0 and a=-b-c, and two zeros,

 a=-b and a -c. Therefore it is equal to

 k a5(a+b)OY(a+c)
 cra -x(a+b+c)

 Multiply-ing both sides of the equation by a, and taking the limit when aO,

 we get

 c_ ?(b+c)
 ab - ac

 Therefore

 ;'(a) +J(b) +-; (c) -4(a +b+c) a (a+b)cr(b+c)a'(c+a) aa -ab -crc -c(a+b+c)
 Hence

 ;(a.+ v) +/_<(aX-v v+ ) ;(cjA) -;2u
 cr(2a+w,)ca(oa+?v-cA)cr(oa-v) - 1p_2
 (a + v) a- (a v + (A) arca *2a) p2 c

 and in the same way

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - l p '2 oa

 - cr(oa-v) -o (a-v-A +)ro,c) aca a2+ -) p2c-c'

 Multiplying the two equations, we get

 ff(2a,+to,) c (2a o A) - 4, !p2 2a>
 2 2 - a6; *a, a;22 p2a a-c Xp2.a-c

 But the left-hand member of this equation is equal to p2cx-e,=X,. (Harkness
 and Morley, "Introduction to Analytic Functions," p. 104.) Therefore

 p'12a, 2 A_X_V

 p2aZ - *p2a-c p2ao-i - p22a-c'
 hence

 (c-p2ac) (c-p2a)o,),=.

 Therefore the locus of the center of each of these three systems of bitangent

 circles is a circle whose center is p2a, the triple focus, and whose radius is

 \/ ,>,X., For example, the locus of the center of the bitangent circle touching
 the curve at ?+v and a-v +cl is. a circle with a triple focus as center and

 Vx2%3 as radius.
 That this, set of circles is orthogonal to a circle, with radius equal to

 <=1 /Ve3--e1
 and center el, follows from the fact developed on p. 265, that p(ac+v) and
 p (a,-v+ 1) are inverse points as to this circle, and the theorem of elementary
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 BACON: 'he Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a. 279

 geometry, that the product of a secant to a circle from a point without and

 its external.,segment is equal to the square of the tangent from the same point.

 Hence we get the theorem of Casey in the T'ransactions of the Royal

 Irish Academy, 1669 (Williamson, "Differential Calculus," p. 383): "If a circle

 cut a given circle orthogonally, while its center moves along another given
 circle, its envelope is a Cartesian oval."

 Among the circles of this bitangent system, orthogonal to the circle with

 el as center, are the circle touching the oval at a and a +ca, and the one touch-

 ing it at a+cX2 and a+X3. The center of the first circle is 1 (a+ a +) and of

 the second is - (a+c 2+a+ ca). Therefore the center of the circle of centers is
 2

 But we have just proved that this point is the triple focus. Hence the triple

 focus is the centroid of the four points in which the real axis cuts the Carte-

 sian oval, which gives a simple method for the construction of the triple focus.

 As a check for this statement, we proved that, if a straight line cuts the

 curve in points whose parameters are Vr

 ;(a +Vr) -242a.

 If the line is the real axis we have

 Xa+;(a+)a) +W(a+ 2) +'(a+c43) 242a.

 Hence, by differentiation,

 pa+p(a+&)) +p(a+()2) +p+(a+c) =4p2a,

 or p2a is the centroid of these four points.

 Among the circles of the system, with centers on the circle with radius

 AV/1x2 orthogonal to the circle with center e3 and radius Ve2- e3 Ve1-e, is
 the circle touching the curve at a and a+ c)3 and one toucliing. at a+x l and

 + 2, also two with fourfold contact to the outer oval at the points a -+-_ IC, and

 two to the inner oval at a+ + ? X These are the points of contact of the

 tangents from e3 to the curve; for since p(a -v+ th) is the inverse of p(a+v)

 as to the circle with center e, inentioned above, if v= 2X we have

 p(a 2 (j)3 + 6)3 p> a+ 2- ()
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 280 BACON: The Cartesian Oval and the Elliptic Functions p and a.

 the inverse of p(a+ I 3) i that is, the inverse of itself. Hence the points of
 contact of the bitangent circle come together where the orthogonal circle with

 center e3 cuts the curve, and the focal vector e3 is tangent at this point. A silni-

 lar proof holds for the points a?l+ ' '3 The circle with e3 as center cuts
 both ovals orthogonally. It, couinted twice, is the Cartesian oval corresponding

 to a= 1X1 in our system. Hence it cuts every oval of the system orthogonally.

 The last system of bitangent circles is the one with centers on the circle

 with center p2a and radius 1 Here we have one circle touching the outer

 oval at a and the inner at a+w2, and ainother touching the outer at a+c,, and
 the inner at a+?,.

 8. Relation of Tangents to Bitangent Circles.

 If xY-cx-cx?+2_O is the equatio-n of a circle, and xl and xl are the
 coordinates of a point, and the tangents are drawn from the point to the circle,

 the square of the distance from the point to the circle mneasured alonig the tan-

 gent is X1'- exc +X. Hence, if L be the distance from a point on the
 curve to a circle,

 L= Vp (a+v) - p (a-v) -c-p (a + v) -ep (a-v) +X = A A2 < a2 (ao+ v- v) a,(a?+V) a' (a V)
 If the circle is a bitangent circle,

 L~l A2a2 (a+V+ V--v()a(-+ V -V1) Aa(a+v+V1)a(a+V-v1)
 --GI <72(Ux+v)a2(aC-v) a (a+v)a (a-v)

 Similarly, if L' is the distance from the same point to a second bitangent circle

 of the same system,

 a(a-v+v)a(a-v)
 Therefore L and L' are elliptic functions of the second order and the same

 poles, and if r, is the residue of L at v-a and r' is the residue of L' at the
 same pole, then

 r'L -r L' - k.

 Therefore, between tlangents to any two bitangent circles of the same sys-

 tenm of a Cartesian oval there is a linear relation,

 r'L-r1L'-k =0.

 BALTIMORE, February, 1911.
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